Thermal Wire Strippers

The Patco PTS10 is a portable, 110V
thermal stripper that slices the PVC
insulation without nicking the wires. Ideal for
field and bench-top use. Features adjustable
strip gauge for precise cut. Ideal for small wires such
as snake and install cable.
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Rechargeable stripper with charger included
Will not nick or cut fragile wires
Solid, stranded or shielded cables
Strips #10 to #14 AWG PVC or similar jackets
Over 500 strips at full charge

Order # P100 2070

The Patco PTS20 is a rechargeable thermal stripper that slices PVC insulation without ever nicking the wires. Ideal for mic, guitar and coax video cable assemblies. Will perform 500 strips with a full charge. Features
adjustable cut gauge.

PTS-30 110v & PTS-40 Rechargeable
for Teflon Insulation

Order # P100 3000
Order # P100 4000

(PTS-30 - 110v powered)
(PTS-40 - rechargeable)
>
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Choice of 110V or rechargeable* models
Will not nick or break fragile conductors
Effective on solid, stranded or shielded wires
For Teflon or other high-temperature wires

Video

The Patco PTS30 is a high temperature 110V
portable thermal stripper for difficult to strip,
high-temperature Teflon coated, plenum rated
cable. Ideal for field and bench-top use. Features adjustable strip gauge.

Connectors

AC line powered
No wire or shield nicking - reduces shorts
Solid, stranded or shielded cable
Strips #14 to #30 AWG PVC wire
Fast, small, portable for improved efficiency

Audio Cables

PTS-20 HD Rechargeable
for PVC Insulation
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Direct Box/ Interface

Order # P100 1000

Wire Strippers

PTS-10 110v Line Powered
for PVC Insulation

*Over 100 strips / full charge; battery & charger included.

Order # P100 5000
Order # P100 6000

The Patco PTS50 is a PVC stripper for
coaxial cable that features a dual-indent
blade for both outer jacket and inner conductor. Ideal for either field (PTS-50) or
desk-top (PTS-40) use. Features adjustable strip gauge for precise cut depth.

(PTS-50 - 110v powered)
(PTS-60 - rechargeable)
>
>
>
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Bulk Cable

PTS-50 110v & PTS-60 Rechargeable
for PVC Insulation

Choice of 110V or rechargeable* models
No wire or shield nicking
Works on both stranded or solid core
Strips RG58, RG59, RG62, coax cables

 Why the experts use thermal wire strippers...
Even the best quality cable and connectors can be rendered ineffectual if strands or core are damaged during stripping. Patco thermal wire strippers help
you minimize signal degradation or sudden loss due to nicked or cut conductors. The pros know that Patco strippers eliminate guesswork and produce
consistant professional results, even in the hands of novices. It’s easy as one, two, three:
Step 1 - Insert wire into blade.

Step 2 - Twist wire.

Step 3 - Pull insulation off.
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* Over 500 strips / full charge; battery & charger included.

